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Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee – Thursday 14 December 2017

Attached are presentations for the following items:-

Item 8(a) - Presentation by Cumbria Deaf Association
Item 8(b) - Presentation by Healthwatch Cumbria
Item 11 - Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (STP) – North
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Healthwatch
Cumbria

Deaf report
January 2016
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• Adults 18+ who were born Deaf

• Visited 4 Deaf groups across
Cumbria

• Qualified & Registered
interpreters

• HWC worked with DHC and group
members to devise HWC survey

Deaf Demographics
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Methodology

• Devised 2 surveys - one for Deaf
patients and one for GP surgeries

• HWC attended 4 Deaf support
groups

(providing a registered interpreter)

• Contacted 64 GP surgeries
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Responses from Deaf Accessibility

• 66% would go to the surgery in
person to make an appointment

• 88% of general population make
appointments by phone. Disparity
of ease of access between Deaf
and general population

• Majority of Deaf want to use
text/email to make appointments
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Responses from Deaf Communication

• 81% said
communication
problems put them
off making a GP
appointment

• 62% missed
appointments
whilst sitting in a
GP waiting area.

‘It’s embarrassing when they shout for
me because I can’t hear them.  If I’m
sitting facing the doors I watch for them
coming out but I can’t lip read well.’
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Patient Quotes

‘Very few surgeries do sign language or even attempt to talk
directly to the profoundly Deaf preferring to talk to whoever is with
them.’

‘I tried to speak to the receptionist but he wouldn’t make face to
face contact.’

‘Not Deaf aware, shouting for me doesn’t help, I can’t hear them.’

‘It’s embarrassing if I’ve missed my appointment, that’s why I take
someone if I can.’
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GP Surgeries Responses

• 75% of surgery staff had no
basic British Sign Language or
Deaf awareness training

• 25% of surgeries use screens to
alert Deaf patients when it’s
their turn

• 42% of surgeries have a
procedure for booking
interpreters
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Recommendations

• GP & Hospital services should
offer SMS text service for Deaf
patients

• BSL & Deaf awareness training
for staff

• Visual aids, number systems in
waiting areas

• Procedure for booking
interpreters

• Policy on supporting Deaf
patients
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Actions The Trusts Employed

UHMB have implemented the following

• Brought in the use of tablets and onsite interpreters through a
pilot with Bristol University.

• Taken out the self check-in screens at FGH and implemented
volunteers as a first point of access to support all patients but
particularly the Deaf.

• Patient records now have a flag system to identify specific
needs of patients

• Implemented magnetic headboards with pictures depicting
Ear= Deaf/Butterfly = Dementia
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Action The Trusts Employed

Cumbria Partnership Foundation
NHS Trust has made the following
improvements;

• Fact sheets – can be
requested via email or letter in
large print or audio

• Browse Aloud – Screen reader,
alter text etc. to make it easier
to read.

• Process and contracts in place
for British Sign Language (BSL)
translation.

North Cumbria University
Hospitals NHS Trust

• Have submitted a business
case for Browse Aloud to be
installed on our website.

• Our flagging system is being
reviewed to ensure clinical
notes are clearly labelled if
somebody is deaf or has
hearing difficulties.

• We use interpreters from British
Sign Language on request.
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• Adults 18+ who were born Deaf

• Visited 4 Deaf groups across
Cumbria

• Qualified & Registered
interpreters

• HWC worked with DHC and group
members to devise HWC survey
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Methodology

• Devised 2 surveys - one for Deaf
patients and one for GP surgeries

• HWC attended 4 Deaf support
groups

(providing a registered interpreter)

• Contacted 64 GP surgeries
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Responses from Deaf Accessibility

• 66% would go to the surgery in
person to make an appointment

• 88% of general population make
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Responses from Deaf Communication

• 81% said
communication
problems put them
off making a GP
appointment

• 62% missed
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Patient Quotes

‘Very few surgeries do sign language or even attempt to talk
directly to the profoundly Deaf preferring to talk to whoever is with
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face contact.’

‘Not Deaf aware, shouting for me doesn’t help, I can’t hear them.’

‘It’s embarrassing if I’ve missed my appointment, that’s why I take
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GP Surgeries Responses

• 75% of surgery staff had no
basic British Sign Language or
Deaf awareness training

• 25% of surgeries use screens to
alert Deaf patients when it’s
their turn

• 42% of surgeries have a
procedure for booking
interpreters
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Recommendations

• GP & Hospital services should
offer SMS text service for Deaf
patients

• BSL & Deaf awareness training
for staff

• Visual aids, number systems in
waiting areas

• Procedure for booking
interpreters

• Policy on supporting Deaf
patients
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Actions The Trusts Employed

UHMB have implemented the following

• Brought in the use of tablets and onsite interpreters through a
pilot with Bristol University.

• Taken out the self check-in screens at FGH and implemented
volunteers as a first point of access to support all patients but
particularly the Deaf.

• Patient records now have a flag system to identify specific
needs of patients

• Implemented magnetic headboards with pictures depicting
Ear= Deaf/Butterfly = Dementia
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Action The Trusts Employed

Cumbria Partnership Foundation
NHS Trust has made the following
improvements;

• Fact sheets – can be
requested via email or letter in
large print or audio

• Browse Aloud – Screen reader,
alter text etc. to make it easier
to read.

• Process and contracts in place
for British Sign Language (BSL)
translation.

North Cumbria University
Hospitals NHS Trust

• Have submitted a business
case for Browse Aloud to be
installed on our website.

• Our flagging system is being
reviewed to ensure clinical
notes are clearly labelled if
somebody is deaf or has
hearing difficulties.

• We use interpreters from British
Sign Language on request.
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North Cumbria Integrated Health and Care System

Stephen Eames CEO,
Prof John Howarth Deputy CEO,
Ramona Duguid ACS Programme Director

November 2017
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Our journey – what our historic problems have been and our
response to them.

How we are translating the principles of population health into
practice – System governance & our overall approach

How we are tackling our most complex intractable problems
through quality improvements, co-production and social
movements

Our new innovative partnership with primary care – ‘Alliance
Practices’

What we will cover:
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

• Traditional commissioning and provider arrangements have not worked well in
Cumbria – perverse incentives, risk shifting, multiple silos

• A lack of cohesive system leadership - previous initiatives created win - lose
scenarios

• One of the ‘Success Regime’ areas – significant financial and quality challenges.
NCUHT was one of the ‘Keogh’ trusts.

• The Success Regime led public consultation around the clinical strategy was
very challenging and public trust in us was low

• Poor staff engagement in the acute trust and CCG. Better in Cumbria
Partnership FT.

• Our patients’ experience was often fragmented, plagued by duplication and
often lacked patient/client focus.

A recap…….
Our historic problems:
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Our response to the challenges?

Building a fully Integrated Health and
Care System in North Cumbria

A population health system based on accountable care
principles – one team, one budget, serving our

population of 327,000
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Governance and leadership –
our approach

• Leading through engagement – spoken
to 1500 staff in the last few months –
creating a movement

• Monthly senior leaders meeting with
circa 200 – cross organisational

• CEO with 26 years experience and
clinical deputy with  primary care and
public health skills

• North Cumbria is a small STP – same CEO
as the trusts

• Well established system leadership
structures

• Enabling strategies without ‘organisational
walls’ i.e. OD, Estates & IM&T

• Convergence of provider leadership – 2
large trusts as first step. Provider Alliance
Group

• Convergence of commissioning leadership
health and care – Integrated
Commissioning Group

• Senior county council officers in each of
the groups. From April also elected
member leading on health will join.
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Our ambition –
a population health system
built on 3 layers

ACS – the platform,
leadership, architecture,

culture and the right set of
system rules and behaviours

Clinical Networks – teams
without walls  spanning
acute and community

Integrated Care
Communities – our place
based population health

building blocks

Note integrated care is just one part of the equation –
it isn’t enough in itself

Integrated health and social care providers
(building real teams around place and pathways)

+
Individuals and communities mobilised at scale for

health and well being
(the community as part of the local leadership and

delivery team)
+

Changed drivers in the health system (Accountable
Care)

(system leadership, system architecture, system culture,
changed drivers, impacting on commissioning and

provision)
=

A population health and wellbeing system
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Quality Improvements –
a few examples
• From a ‘Keogh Trust’ with the

second highest HSMR in England
to the lowest HSMR in the NE
and Cumbria last year

• Improving regulator ratings (but
still a lot to do and a lot of
fragility)

• Improved staff surveys (but still a
lot to do)

• All general practices CQC good or
outstanding (18% outstanding c.f.
4% nationally)

Mortality - HSMR
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Our system learning and
improvement engine

• Based on Qulturum from Jönköping in Sweden

• Open to everyone working in health and care in North Cumbria – including
care homes, third sector, all health teams, GPs and social care

• Teaching a common improvement system – Cumbria Production System

• Training in Leadership and Skills

• Over 11000 people trained in 3 years (>98% would recommend course to
a colleague)

www.theclic.org
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Co-production and social movements –
helping us tackle our most difficult problems

West Cumberland
Hospital Phases 2 and 3

Highly controversial –
keeping services local –
community wide
representation

£33m investment – co-designing
a population health hub
Different conversation about
‘beds’

West Cumbria
Community Forum
chaired by Archdeacon
of West Cumbria
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Alliance Practices

An alternative partnership model for delivering general practice in
North Cumbria

North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

What is an Alliance Practice?

An Alliance practice is our innovative new
partnership model for general practice in which
system partners (CPFT/NCUHT, CHOC and UCLAN
medical school) become formal partners with
some GP practices in WNE Cumbria.

Why is this an integral part of building our
integrated system?
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

The Integrated
Health and Care
System in WNE

Cumbria

The 40 GP practices
in WNE Cumbria
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

What about the practices
remaining independent?

• A system isn’t a system
without all general
practices

• We are building a wider
collaborative model with
all general practices in
North Cumbria

• A primary care arm of the
emerging IHCS
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Financial Improvement – our
approach
• Transitioning from a regulator

led annual cycle to continuous
financial improvement

• 42 invest to save business
cases – a continuous
pipeline

• Working to a system control
total - 3 FDs (trusts and
CCG) working as a team

• A mix of strong central
leadership with distributed
care group and local team
ownership
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Performance
management
approaches

Continuous
improvement,
LEAN

Assets and
partnerships
Working with
mobilised
communities
and co-production
with patients and
their families

How can we cope? Our
traditional tools such as
performance management
aren’t enough, even Lean
approaches cant save us – we
need to get to the ‘third curve’
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Three curves…
Performance

Quality
improvements
Urgent care &
winter
Transfers of care
IT systems
Recruitment and
retention

Improvement

Alliance Practices
Community

Hospitals
Productivity &

Efficiency
Cancer Centre

Co-production

New care models;
Surgery
Acute care
Maternity
Paediatrics
Stroke

ICCs
WCH development
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North Cumbria Health & Care: Run by everyone, for everyone

Summary
• Our ambition is a population health system built on 3 layers:

- place based integrated care communities
- clinical networks
- and a new set of system rules, architecture and leadership

• A population health system is not just about us and our services

• Our vehicle is our rapidly developing integrated health and care model
built on accountable care principles

• We are working across all 3 curves to improve the care for the
population we serve
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